
(1) 3W ' square (diamond-in
a-square) 
(4) 3W' x 2" rectangles 
(9-patch) 

subcut into 8 of Template 
£3 (curves) 

AQUA FABRIC 

(4) 2" squares (diamond-in
a-square) 

PINK FABRIC 

(4) 2" squares (9-patch) 
(8) Template F3 (curves) 



1. Create an aqua/white diamond

in-a-square unit (see page 152). 

2. Create a 9-patch using the 

diamond-in-a-square, white 

rectangles and pink squares 

(3 rows of 3 units each). 

V3. Photocopy both Templates E3 

and F3 (see page 173). Create 8 

curved units (see page 151) using 

the white and pink fabrics. 

4. Stitch 8 pink/white curved units 

into 4 pairs. Press. 

B. Make 4 photocopies of Template 

A (see page 169) at 75% scale, then 

foundation paper piece (see page 

158) using the gold and white fabric. 

6. Arrange and stitch the assembled 

units into 3 rows of 3 sections each. 

Press. 



DIAMOND-I N -A-SQUAR E 
These diamond-in-a-square units beg'in the same way that the d iagonal stripe units do, with draw, stitch & flip 

patches added to two opposite corners. Press these patches open, then add patches to the remaining two 

corners . Note that adjacent patches will overlap one another slightly at the ends. These units are easy to make 

in any size-the cut size of the smaller squares will always be half the fin ish length of the unit , plus 'I,". 

FANCY HALF-SQUARE TRIANGLE (HSTS) 
When adding the smaller triangles to the square patch, align the fright-angled corners (the pointed tip of the 

triangle will hang off the edge of the square). Press open before adding each new piece, and press the long seam 

toward the un pieced half. 

FANCY QUARTER-SQUARE TRIANGLE (QSTS) 
Pair a half square rectangle unit with a half-square trian9'le unit, right sides together with the units aligned exactly 

as shown . Mark a diagonal line on the wrong side of the top unit (from the top right corner to the bottom left). 

Stitch on the marked -line and trim '/4' from the seam. Discard the excess and press the unit open. 

right sides 
together 

152 THE QUILT BLOCK COOKBOOK 



3x3 

iii 
6x6 unit 

Concave Curve 


Actual Size 


Do not add seam allowance 

Convex Curve 


Actual Size 


Do not add seam allowance 

TEMPLATES 173 



Burst 

Photocopy Sizing Chart 
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Add Yo" seam a Ilowa nee to enti re peri mete r du ri ng t rl'mrn "",., 

TEMPLATES 169 


